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On Jan. 10, the National Assembly formally began its annual legislative session, ushering in new
political alliances which, if they hold, should break the impasse which has virtually stalled legislative
affairs since September 1992. Particularly noteworthy is the emergence of a new center-left alliance
in the parliament. The alliance which is the outcome of a pact hammered out by party leaders in
December, 1993 is marginalizing right wing parties in the Assembly and further fracturing the
National Opposition Union (Union Nacional Opositora, UNO) coalition, which swept President
Violeta Chamorro to power in 1990.
The most important change to come out of the recent political realignment is the withdrawal of the
Christian Democrat Union (Union Democrata Cristiana, UDC) from the UNO coalition. The UDC
has now formed a working majority in the legislature with the Sandinista National Liberation Front
(FSLN) and a group of UNO dissidents known as the "Center Group." Together, these three factions
now command a comfortable majority of 71 of the Assembly's 92 seats. While it is not expected that
the three factions will vote together on all initiatives, the accord is significant in that it should at least
allow the Assembly to achieve a quorum throughout the year, something which has been almost
impossible since 1992.
In compliance with agreements made when forming the alliance in December, Assembly president
Gustavo Tablada one of the UNO dissidents from the Center Group agreed to voluntarily relinquish
his post as of Jan. 10, one year before expiration of the term to which he was elected in early 1993.
That, in turn, paved the way for the election of UDC deputy Luis Guzman as the Assembly's new
president. The FSLN's Marcia Quezada also agreed to resign her post on the Assembly's directorate,
a position which was then filled by the UDC's Armando Zambrana. All other seats on the directorate
remained the same.
The new lineup in the Assembly represents an important modification in the legislative balance of
forces. In the 1990 general elections, a total of 92 deputies were elected to serve six year terms. Of
the total, 51 ran as part of the 14 parties which comprised the UNO coalition, 39 were elected on the
FSLN slate, and two deputies won seats on the tickets of parties not affiliated with either bloc. With
the latest desertions including some non-UDC deputies who also decided to break away from UNO
the UNO coalition has now been whittled down to just seven member parties with only 21 deputies
in the National Assembly.
The most important issue separating what remains of the UNO from the new parliamentary
majority is the question of constitutional reforms. The parliamentary bloc has already begun the
process of hammering out reforms to the 1987 constitution as the number one item on the 1994
legislative agenda. Representatives from the seven parties which remain in UNO have refused to
participate in the reform process and are instead pushing to convoke elections for a constituent
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assembly to draft a new magna carta. They stress that the constituent assembly would also be
empowered to call early presidential elections, thus potentially reducing President Chamorro's
term, which expires in early 1997. And, to reinforce their position, UNO leaders have called for a
campaign of "civic resistance" to pressure for the constituent assembly alternative. UNO promises
to gather at least one million petition signatures from their supporters.
Nonetheless, given the breadth of the new parliamentary alliance, it seems unlikely that the call
for constituent assembly elections will prevail. Leaders from the Chamorro government and
political parties outside of UNO say the constituent assembly would be a costly alternative and
early elections would only foment further political polarization. They also argue that the package
of constitutional reforms agreed to in principle by political party leaders in December is more than
adequate for the needs of the country. Constitutional reforms require the support of 60% of the
Assembly's deputies, or 56 of the current 92 deputies. Meanwhile, in addition to the constitutional
reforms, the Assembly has also begun to review an array of other legislative issues considered to be
of fundamental importance, such as a new military organization law, a new labor code, and novel
legislation to crack down on drug trafficking.
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